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About This Content

Though young, Sokol has everything to become a legendary heister.

The Sokol Character Pack is the 25th DLC for PAYDAY 2. It allows heisters to play as Sokol the Russian, the Grinder of the
PAYDAY gang. Other than Sokol himself, it includes the Grinder perk deck, Sokol's mask, Sokol's hockey stick melee weapon

and the Valkyrie rifle.

Key Features

•A new playable character – It's time to introduce Sokol, the Grinder of the PAYDAY gang. Though young, Sokol has
everything to become a legendary heister. A gifted athlete, Sokol also possesses keen intelligence and understands his role in a
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team. He is fearless and physical, and uses this to get amongst the enemy, whether that be a team of hockey players or a team of
SWAT.

•Grinder perk deck – The grinder deck is inspired by ice hockey, where it reflects a strong work ethic, team play and a
willingness to reduce an opponent into bloody fragments.

•New rifle – The mythological Valkyrie would bring those slain in battle to Valhalla. This Soviet-era Valkyrie most likely did
the slaying.

•Three new weapon mods – Three new weapon modifications have been added so you can shape the Valkyrie rifle into the
type of weapon you want.

•New melee weapon – Sokol being a hockey player knows how to handle a hockey stick. A beautifully fashioned length of
wood. Perfectly suited for smashing a puck into the net, and smashing the fuck out of teeth.
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•Sokol's mask – If playing as a grinder for the St. Petersburg Bombers taught Sokol the value of one thing, it was the
importance of a terrifying mask that protects his handsome Russian face.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: Sokol Character Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 25 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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payday 2 sokol character pack. payday 2 sokol character pack купить

WANNA PLAY AS ARTYOM FROM THE METRO 2033 and LAST LIGHT?
WANNA USED THE BEST WEAPON FOR STEALTH IN THE METRO GAMES? (VSV) (VSK-94)
WANNA PLAY AS RUSSIAN?
WANNA REGENERAT YOUR HEALTH CRAZY LIKE THE MUTANTS?
WANNA PLAY HOCKEY?
2033\/10 to buy this amazing dlc.

Update:
Shame that this funny comment will never be seen again......
HAVE FUN WITH THE FREE UPDATE!!!!!!. This is a pretty good pack. The rifle is pretty nice. It holds its own against other
popular rifles. If you really like the character, or russians in general, you should get the pack. The voice is perfectly accented
without any hint of the fake holywood\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Perk deck is interesting, a must have for dodge
players. I definetly reccomend it.. "Has a perk deck better than Rogue"
11\/10. Sokol.

Sokol Kozak.
His name is a sort of a nod to the first gun that you get from the Dentist DLC's.
Sokol = Falcon.
Falcon Rifle = 1st Dentist DLC gun.
Sokol the Falcon = One of the Final Dentist DLC's aside from the Golden Grin.

He's one of the most interesting DLC characters in my book aside from Dragan.
Sokol being the 3rd Paid DLC character, and the 11th heister released alongside the casino heist. Sounds like a nod to Ocean's
Eleven eh?
(No, Jacket is not a paid DLC character. He is a Promotional character. You don't pay for him, you just buy Hotline Miami 2
and you get him for Payday 2.)
he comes with a rifle, a melee weapon, 1 personal mask, 1 begins mask and 1 perk deck.

His voice lines are delivered perfectly without the cheesy sounding fake hollywood russian accent that we've come to expect
from a lot of games. Though i wish there was a little more variety in what he says. More russian lines maybe?

His backstory, being a professional (i guess former professional) hockey player then transitioning
into a career criminal with the Payday gang is made more realistic in the sense that he had no other motivation for it other than
he was in it for the money.

His perk deck makes playing loud very very fun as it allows you to regenerate health as you damage your enemies. So if you
love going loud and like hurting people, this is gonna provide you with some survivability.
The rifle he has is very useful in stealth as it already has high concealability and has a suppressor mod that does not take away
any points for damage. Meaning it will synergize very well with Silent Killer and will be very useful to stealth oriented\/dodge
oriented heisters.

His mask doesn't look clowny at all but it does look cool. The bloody star on it just looks
so badass. It is also designed to look like half of the soviet navy logo.
If you put on the infamy shades or any kind of mask that doesn't cover up the face
you'll see a cool looking scar on his face.
His suit is by far the best looking one in my opinion. Just the right amount of black there.

It is not yet known if Sokol Kozak has any connection to Vlad Kozak (One of the Contractors you
get missions from in Payday 2.) as Sokol is Russian and Vlad is Ukrainian. Perhaps they are cousins?

Not much else to say except buy it.. This DLC comes with the Perk Deck Grinder. If you don't what that is, well basically it's
this. Every time you cause damage to an enemy, you get 4 Health points back. You can activate this every 1.5 seconds.. told
civilian to get down, yelled "don't be a stupid american!"
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10\/10 would insult America again. Sokol is a funny character and is easily one of the more intresting characters of 2014, he
does get some funny lines here and there, and just like Dragan and Clover, he's worth the money by himself.

The weapon he brings is the Valkyrie which is suppressed by default which is very intresting, and this weapon is easily the best
candidate for suppressor builds, plus you can mod it so it has very low concelement so you can get dodge, overall it's a powerful
rifle and is easily my favourite character rifle so far.

The perk deck he brings is very controversial, it's very powerful and renders armor and sometimes even dodge useless, it's
basically lifesteal but put onto insane levels, you can out heal most damage you take and even gain most of it back, it's easily the
best deck in the game and even level 0s can do well on Overkill difficulty thanks to Grinder. It's honestly THE best perk deck
for loud in the game, the only deck it doesn't rival is burglar because burglar is pretty much made for stealth and not for loud.
Overall it's stupidly overpowered, let's hope it gets a nerf.

*Update* It got nerfed, and I have to say it's balanced now, before you could go Rambo and be immortal, now you have to be
more cautious now. It's still one of my favourite perk decks and I highly suggest you get it!

The melee weapon is boring, we came from Clover's awesome shillelagh, Dragan's copy and paste Cleaver, Jacket's badass
hammer, Bonnie's favourite bottle, to a hocky stick, I'll admit it's kinda unquie and doesn't copy and paste like Dragan, but it
could have been better.

Overall this pack is the best character pack for loud users.. alright heres a review of this DLC

character - good voicelines, can be funny at times. got bored after a while though, was fun while it lasted.
weapons:
AS VAL (valkyria rifle) - really good with the right mods. looks pleasing to the eye too.
the hockey stick (melee) - wouldn't recommend to use it, there's better weapons out there.
perk deck:
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing christ this was OP. it's focused on playing aggressively, since you get back health when killing.
even after the nerf, it's still pretty good.
mask - looks decent

in short, it's a good DLC. it has a good primary, perk deck, and a special character, its all you would want from character pack
DLC.
. Worth every penny. As a dodge user. I never use any of the DLC character's perk decks. But I did not lose one bit of health
with his perk deck. (Not even maxed out.) I reccomend using it with the two piece suit and a few dodge skills in fugitive. His
weapon is a complete beast. With ghost skills. I managed to get 53 damage with over 160 total ammo, and with amazing stability
and accuracy. Sokol himself? Well voiced, awesome suit and mask.

I really reccomend this DLC. Worth every penny.
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Ah nuuuuu cheeki breeki iv damke!. Calls Wolf: *whistles* Hey Wolfy come here
Calls Clover: Lucky Clove come here
Answers pager: Sorry, pressed little American button with Big \u042fussi\u0434n muscle

  \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u266510. "This is how russians treat you!"
"Time for a little \u041f\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u0442\u0440\u043e\u0439\u043a\u0430!"
"Tell the TV about a "good russian'
"Stand up and fight! Where is your spirit?!"
"This is all about to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!"
"\u041a\u0430\u043a \u0436\u0435 \u0432\u044b
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u0438 \u0441
\u0432\u0430\u0448\u0438\u043c\u0438 \u0442\u0443\u0440\u0440\u0435\u0442\u0430\u043c\u0438!"
"Up! Find who did it and skin him!"
"\u042d\u0439, comrade Hox\/lucky Clover\/beautiful Bonnie\/friend Dragan\/little Wolfie, follow me!"
"\u041e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0440\u0430\u0431\u043e\u0442\u0430,
\u0440\u0435\u0431\u044f\u0442\u0430-\u0430-\u0430!"
"\u041d\u0438\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u0441\u0435\u0431\u0435!"
"Don't wake the russian bear!"
"You're doing great, stay down"
(c) Sokol

Overkill, you're da best.. So many great lines:
-"Stand down control, spotted a badass.... but i was looking in the mirror"
-"Is that floor cozy? stay there"
-"American uniform too small for big strong russian body, accidentaly press tiny american button with big russian muscle"
-"I come america, happy very, job easy, sit very much hours, is niiicee"

And a perk deck better than rogue and crook. Got a low health? No first aid kit? Doesn't matter, just shoot any enemies you see,
and you'll regenerate your health.

It feels like being wolverine or deadpool, immortal.

12\/10 His mask is also badass. "American food give me gas, I press pager by accident" 10\/10
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